
BABIES 13-14 MONTHS

Oh My Baby

PLAY  GU IDE

The Genius



HOW TO PLAY?
This is one of those toys that will awaken all the senses of your little one. Its flexibility will
catch his attention and invite him to stretch and crush it to form different shapes.
Meanwhile, the noise the pieces make will stimulate his hearing and repeat certain
patterns to hear them again.
It is also an ideal game to start recognizing colours. Mention them all so that he can learn
them.

MAGIC BALL
An original rattle that your baby can manipulate and
crush as he wants. He will love to see how it changes
shape and the sound the wooden pieces make.

WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?

CAUSE-EFFECT UNDERSTANDING IMAGINATION MANUAL SKILLS
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This little cat will help your little one learn the colours
and count while getting familiar with the different
sounds. Encourage him to sort the stacking rings by
size which will develop his mathematical thinking!

HOW TO PLAY?
Sit comfortably on the floor and first show him how the complete toy looks, so he has a
reference once you take it apart. Next, take out the rings one by one, mentioning all the
colors and sizes of it, so that your baby understands that there is an order. Once
disassembled, let him experiment and try putting the rings back on.

WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?

FINE MOTRICITY COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT LANGUAGE

STACKABLE RINGSP
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HOW TO PLAY?
The cubes can be stacked one on top of the other, but also placed next to each other, soorting
them from biggest to smaller or vice versa. Let your little one play in the way that appeals to
him the most: stacking, ordering, destroying, constructing, starting over and over again, trying
and making mistakes ... it is a great learning toy for cognitive development of children and also
for their psychomotor and social development. Thanks to this stackable tower, children can
start from a very young age to promote their motor, cognitive, sensory, social and emotional
skills. Fun, but also educational!

A classic among classics! Stacking cubes are a must in the
development of any baby. Its versatility makes it an ideal toy for
this stage in which your baby is changing so quickly. This
brightly coloured construction tower with 6 cubes of different
sizes will stimulate your baby's coordination and imagination.

WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?

CIRCUS TOWERP
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HOW TO PLAY?
With this puzzle, your kid will work on shapes, sizes and colours at the same time, as he
develops his motor skills. Let him try to fit the pieces on his own. To stimulate language
and memory, you can indicate the colour and geometric shape of each of the pieces that
you baby takes. It is a super complete game with two different levels (there are two
independent boards) with which you will exercise a multitude of skills for your cognitive
development from 9 months to 3 years.

Puzzles are an essential game in the cognitive
development of babies. This puzzle is ideal for this
stage, since your little one will work on fine motor
skills, concentration, logic, geometry and colours.

WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?

SHAPE SORTERP
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This fun star is ideal for stimulating your baby during
bath time. Its flexibility and infinity of uses make it an
ideal toy to introduce your kid to symbolic play.

HOW TO PLAY?
Stick the star to the bathtub and let your child stretch it and spin it a thousand times,
hook it and unhook it and create a thousand stories with it. Use it to tell and interpret
stories about the stars to stimulate your baby's imagination.
It is also a good teether toy to ease gum pain during teething stages.
It is very resistant and easy to clean. Dishwasher safe.

WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?
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